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Thanks for taking a moment to peruse our premier issue! 
 
The Block Studio Project is a grassroots attempt to create a 
network of arts and crafts corner donation boxes.  Each Studio 
offers a freely available place for artists, crafters, hobbyists, writers and all other creators to ex-
change ideas, tools, and materials.  But more than that, we hope the boxes provide the motiva-
tion and space (just use the drop down as your own desk) for a daily 15 minutes of creation. 
We’ve found daily creativity to do wonders in our own lives. 
 
Each Studio is also meant as a community art piece, so feel free to add designs to the outside. 
You should be able to tell the media, interest, or genre of a particular Studio by how it looks 
and what it holds.  If you can’t find one in your own milieu, maybe you should think of hosting 
one yourself! 
 
We are extremely grateful to the Logan Park Neighborhood Association for funding our pilot 
Block Studios, and we have already placed half of them.  If you are a Logan Park resident, con-
tact us to see how you can get a Studio and start up materials placed for free by your front 
walk.  We are also looking to expand to other neighborhoods in Northeast soon, so contact us 
and let us know where you are and if you’d like to host.  All that is required is making sure the 
Studio remains clean and tidy and relatively well stocked—you don’t have to stock it, you just 
have to twist the arms of all your fellow creators to drop by and donate … and we can always 
help with our own drive by donations. 
 
If you don’t live in NE, or just don’t want to host a Studio right now, we are in constant need of 
donations.  Old scraps, markers, instructional books, yarn—basically anything needed to create 
that you wouldn’t mind a kid holding.  Find a Studio and donate, or email us and we will pick 
up. 
 
Keep up with us on facebook (www.facebook.com/blockstudioproject) and Instagram, or email 
us at blockstudioproject@gmail.com.  We’d love to connect with you.  
 
Mathew Somlai, Coordinator 



Can 

you 

find 

them 

all? 

Block Studios are just waiting 

to be found in the Logan Park 

Neighborhood! Make sure to 

visit them all, as each one has a 

different genre or media fo-

cus—coloring and drawing; ori-

gami and paper arts; word-

smithing and book arts; and 

cross stitch and fiber arts. 

 

Can’t find the medium you are 

interested in?  Maybe you 

should host a Block Studio right 

outside your own house! No ex-

perience necessary.  

blockstudioproject@gmail.com 


